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WERE MOST OF 1947s FLYING DISCS METEORS?
A virtua l ly unknown fact about the summer of 1947, during the
bli tz of flying disc reports, is that the Earth was being blasted by
a meteor shower through the entire time, according to a report in
S c i en c e New s Le t ter for August 23, 1947.
Dr. A. C. B. Lovell, then direc~or of the University of Manchester's
r adar research p rogra m on meteors, reported to the British Astronomical
Association that beg i nning in early May the shower, detected as "pips"
on t heir instruments, was observed for three months, ending in early
August when the shower abated. The peak time of the shower each day
was around 1 lAM, with the radiant of the shower coming from the direction
of t h e sun. The hourly rate of meteors detected was said to have often
exceeded 80, with the daily height of the shower never falling below 20.
It was said that the meteors could not be seen visually, being
blin ded out by daylight.
Oddly, there has been little discussion of this discovery, even
thou gh the report was carried within a matter of weeks after the flying
i sc observations. There is much to consider here.
The 1947 disc sightings were the first en masse reports of UFOs
in mod ern times. As can be attested to by anyone who has seen the degree
of pre ss coverage between June 26th and July 15th, the reports caused
quit e an alarm. The characteristics of the reports were generally of
hi g h - fl ying, distant, roundish or disc-shaped objects moving at great
lin ear speed. Little thought was given to the objects being of extrat e rrest rial origin. Instead, the trend of thinking was that they were
e ither of natural origin, or some kind of U.S. or foreign government
a i rc raft. Given that the possibility of extraterrestrial origin of the
discs was being understated, it seems peculiar that Dr. Lovell did not
c on s id e r t hat a large number of the disc reports may have been meteors
fro m th e shower that he discovered. In fact, Dr. Lovell has historically
be en int e n sely anti-UFO. With the meteor shower having been first noted
i n e arly May through early August, the flying disc wave, lasting about
thr e e we eks, would have been placed virtually in the center of the time
fra me of th e shower, presumably during the most intense period of the
me t e or di sp l ay. This would have afforded Dr. Lovell with a golden opportu ni t
to l argely debunk a great man y of the disc sightings.
But he sai d that da ylight woul d have p revented the meteors from
be ing s e e n. Und e r normal circumstances, this would be tru e . A va st
ma jority of me t e ors see n , even those th a t are plainly vi s ibl e in th e
eve ning, a re simply not bri g ht e nough to ov er rid e d a yl ight glare. Yet,

in the midst of an extraordinary shower, the likelihood that occassional
sporadic meteors can be visible in daylight increases. We know that
meteors can be seen in daylight as fireballs. I've seen one myself.
They can be seen without significant trains behind, resembling strange
fly i n gob j e c t s. 0 uri n g the s u mm e r 0 f I 94 7, aft e r the 0 rig ina 1 " deb u t 'r.
report of flying discs by Kenneth Arnold over Washington state, the
"fad" of saucer-watching exploded onto the scene. This during the time
of most intense outdoor activity by the public, the July 4th week. With
the large numbers of people looking for flying saucers, with the skies
of 1947 clearer than they are today, and with an unreported meteor shower
in progress, it is not hard to imagine many of the meteors crossing the
line to visibility.
In defense of the "strangeness" of the saucer wave, UFO adherents
would say that the large number of saucer reports would preclude the
meteor shower as being responsible since the shower would have to put
on a veritable fireworks display to be that visible in broad daylight.
And Dr. Lovell's description of the shower would seem to argue against
that having happened.
The reported rate of meteors, as recorded by Dr. Lovell's radar,
had sometimes exceeded 80 per hour, with the daily peak not below 20~
If only a couple of meteors per hour were bright enough to be seen in
daylight, this could generate a significant number of reports. Let us
say for example that even a marginally daylight meteor shoots south to
north near the east coast of the U,S., say from North Carolina to Boston.
And that large numbers of people are at the beach, or engaged in other
outdoor activities. To those paying attention, they see a roundish, or
disc-shaped at a distance, moving at great linear speed, faster than
any known aircraft of the period. Individuals in particular cities,
Richmond, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York; etc., report seeing a
flying saucer, resulting in dozens of individual reports on that particular day. Many reports of the 1947 period are notoriously poorlydescribed in the press, making attempts to correlate sightings to one
another difficult. So, we can have one cause = dozens of sightings. A
correlation of the more detailed reports of flying saucers by area,
time of day, direction of travel and duration may reveal that some of
the less exotic reports could have meteors at the core.
Reports of flying saucers spread throughout the world after the
U.S. pUblicity had settled down. Here again, the reports of high-velocity,
distant objects were characteristic, though not nearly so intense as in
the U.S. And ~he volume of these reports did not last a great deal longer
than that of the U.S. activity, coincident with the slackening of the
meteor shower in early August.
It may very well be claimed by UFO-as-alien believers that Dr .
Lovell's radar data would actually support the claims of strange alien
craft invading our planet's airspace, the large number of "pip" hits
on radar verifying the large number of flying saucers being reported.
Except that, according to radar, the "pips" were behaving just like
meteors. If we were being invaded by spacecraft, and Roswell were true,
would Lovell's story have seen the light of day as it did, only weeks
after the deluge of reports? His radar data may have been seen as confirming the saucers! And for that matter, why didn't the radar detect
angular turns and controlled ascent and descent as was reported in the
more unusual saucer reports of the time if they were intelligent vehicles
from another planet. "Oh, the saucers were so advanced that they could
avoid our radar," a typical saucer supporter might say. If that is so,
then, depending on whose story one believes, how does such a person
explain one, two or more saucers crashing in New Mexico? Let me offer
an easy out to believers on this: They were hit by Lovell's meteors!
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Don't laugh or ridicule me, it is as good as any other Roswell
theory put forth (Now how may I capitalize on this . . . . . ?).
Even considering that a meteor shower could have been responsible
for many of the 1947 saucer reports, it was still a peculiar meteor
shower. Most meteor showers are due to the earth intersecting the
particle debris path left behind by a comet in it's approach to, or
r etreat from,a gravitational encounter with our sun. We had seen extensive discussions last fall of the encounter with the annual Leonid
meteor shower, with predictions, down even to fhe hour, of how intense
a meteor bombardment our planet was to experience. In the case of the
1947 shower, the "path" was . fully a fourth of the Earth's orbit around
the sun, much larger than one would expect from the normal debris wake
of a comet. And if the 1947 wave was evidence of a massive meteor shower,
then the debris contained an unusual number of large bodies (large in
this case meaning meteors the size of a clenched fist). It is not inconceivable that the solar system could have passed through a cloud of
i nterstellar debris in it's travel through the galaxy, enough to cause
an unusually large meteor shower for one time only.
This certainly cannot explain everything about the 1947 flying
saucer wave inasmuch as with any UFO wave, an investigator knows that
t h ere can be dozens of causes for various sightings reported through
wh atever source; stars, planets, mirages, hoaxes; etc. But in this case,
we have the first identifiab1e,wor1d-sca1e phenomenon that may have
b een a major player in creating the UFO topic as we know it today.
Wh atever many of the other reports of flying saucers that. behaved
s t rangely might have peen remains to be seen.
POSTSCRIPT: ON MUNDANE PHENOMENA AS A CAUSE OF UFOs
It may seem that I have given an unusual amount of attention in
UH R, and even before this, to classic UFO stories being caused by meteors.
I t sounds to a lot of UFO fans like an easy way to dismiss the possibility
o f UFOs being alien vehicles from another world, certainly a fun thing
in wh ich to believe. Most people interested in the UFO topic started
out being convinced that these things were real and embarked on a crusade
to prove this to the disbelieving science, media and the public. I include myself in this, though I was never really a zealot, unlike many
now. It was later my understanding, made clear to me by experienced investigators, that all possibilities had to be exhausted before even beginning to think that any UFO could have been extraterrestrial. Otherwise, one would open himself to being easily deluded, to jumping to
false conclusions, to misinforming others.
Out of concern of being perceived as being an unscrupulous, dishonest or gullible person, I chose not to promote what amounted to a
belief anymore. I could not prove that UFOs were extraterrestrial or
anything else not of this world. I was also aware that after spending
so many years doing research, the data on the subject was utterly reeking with misinterpretation and belief rather than what had really occurred. I realized that this would cost me friends with whom I . had worked
in investigations, and who had wanted me to help promote extreme theories of UFO origin. But things were wrong and needed to be corrected.
F rom my point of view, the whole business had to be torn apart and rea ssembled anew to eliminate the body r ot t h a t had infested UFO research.
Old tales had to be reexamined. Personalities had to be · reassessed.
Two things ha d to b e done to thi s effect: One: F i nd as much unr eveale d b ackground and original s o ur c es as my resources would allow
to com p le t e the p i ct u re of a particu l ar e v e n t o f in terest. Two: Apply
as mu ch co mmon sense as pos s ib l e, not t o b e nd events into what my wild
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imagination could conjure rather than what they really were.
Being that my own personal interest and experience has been with
astronomical and meteorological matters, I tend to look at seemingly
unexplained aerial phenomena with this background in mind. I observe
the night sky and have seen a variety of transient events; meteors,
fireballs, aurorae, satellites, aircraft with unusual lighting, searchlights reflecting off of clouds. During daytime, mirages, haloes, sun
dogs, subsuns, tangential arcs, rainbows - ~hole and double partial arcs,
sun pillars, even seeds and insects illuminated near the sun - looking
for all the world like flying saucers. One doesn't have to be a special
type of person for this. One needs only to be observant and clear-headed.
If something about a UFO sighting's details suggest a mirage, meteor;
etc., then that is the angle to be explored. Sometimes such an explanation fits, sometimes not.
I think most researchers would agree that with many older UFO
reports, if we had more information or a fresh insight into existing
details, some of those reports might be explainable as being more mundane than they are painted to be. The same researchers would also agree
that explainable reports need to be weeded away from more challenging
ones (those which potentially suggest an unusual new phenomenon) to be
able to assess what they examine properly. For example, the value of
statistics used by UFO researchers is to me virtually nil when one considers the record of explainable reports which have been labelled UFOs
and UFO reports which have been poorly explained, not to mention badly
worded public opinion polls that may imply belief or disbelief where
none exists.
Reports have existed of unusual sky flashes aboye cloud tops at
great distances. Such reports were dismissed as mistakes or illusions
because there was no precedence for the reality of this type of phenomena in science, until the existence of peculiar lightning discharges,
called "sprites,""jets," and "elves," were confirmed decisively some
years ago. Some of those reports were once regarded as evidence of
UFO alien activity. That was wrong. How much more is wrong now?
UFOs don't become extraterrestrial by consensus. That must be
demonstrated convincingly -- and it hasn't been yet. Until it has, we
are stuck with the painful realization that not all of what we have
been told has ~ basis in reality. In studying these reports, we are
in a laboratory, not a revival hall.
FINAL OFFER: BACK ISSUES OF JUST CAUSE
I still have a supply of back numbers of my previous journal,
Just Cause. In the future I will only be keeping a master copy of the
run for my records, so all back issues must go. They are available for
$1. 50 each. Issues from September 1984 ((II) through November 1997 (tIS I )
are here except I, 18, 24, 25, 26. Funds will finance searches of pre1960 press and journals at Boston area universities.
WHITHER MJ-12?
I have yet to hear an adequate response to criticisms raised
in the previous number of UHR (January 1999). As such, I consider the
matter dead and intend to spend no more time on it. Continuing lip
service on MJ-12 only encourages more fakery by the perpetrators, thinking that they have a rapt audience. However, I am aware of several
efforts on the Internet to continue documenting flaws in the papers. I
recognize their time and effort in exposing this nonsense, but at so me
point the poor, dead horse must stop being beaten. Getting true bel i evers to stop believing is virtually impossible.
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SELECTIONS FROM 1908
The next two pages are a
early part of this century .
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